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Vietnam’s timber product imports by supplier country (volume)
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Vietnam’s timber product imports by supplier country (value)
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Vietnam’s timber product imports from Laos (volume)
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Vietnam’s forest product exports by destination country (volume)
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Vietnam’s Timber Product Exports to USA
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Graph showing the export volume of timber products from Vietnam to the USA from 2000 to 2013.
Vietnam’s Timber Product Exports to EU

Diagram showing the volume of timber products exported to the EU from Vietnam from 2000 to 2013. The x-axis represents the years from 2000 to 2013, and the y-axis represents the volume in million m$^3$ RWE. The diagram includes categories for Other, Sawn wood, Plywood, Mouldings & joinery, and Wooden furniture.
China’s timber product imports from Vietnam by volume
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China’s timber product imports from Vietnam by value
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China’s log imports from Vietnam by volume
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China’s log imports from Vietnam by value
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China’s timber product imports from Cambodia by volume, 2000-2014
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China’s timber product imports from Cambodia by value, 2000-2014
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China’s timber product imports from Laos by volume, 2000-2014
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China’s timber product imports from Laos by value, 2000-2014
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China’s timber product imports from Thailand by volume, 2000-2014
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China’s timber product imports from Thailand by value, 2000-2014
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China’s timber product imports from Myanmar by volume, 2000-2014
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China’s timber product imports from Myanmar by value, 2000-2014
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Myanmar to China trade flows

Primary direct timber flows from Myanmar to China*

*Does not include timber sent through Hong Kong, Thailand, or Malaysia before being re-exported to mainland China.

Source: Chinese customs statistics
Timber flows from Myanmar, re-exported to China via other countries

*Map does not include timber exported directly from Myanmar to China.
China’s timber products imports from Myanmar by customs district (Volume)
China’s timber products imports from Myanmar by customs district (value)
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Vietnam’s timber product imports by value
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Vietnam’s overall forest product exports (value)
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